
EXPLORING THE TEXT  
KNOWN AS 

1 Peter 
with 

Pastor Ritva H. Williams !!
Introductory Matters 
The author of this letter identifies himself as the apostle Peter (1:1). Yet there are 
indications that the Simon bar Jonah, a.k.a. Cephas or Petros, did not “write” this letter, 
such as: 

• The text is written Greek, and has some of the best vocabulary and writing style of the 
New Testament documents. Peter was an uneducated fisherman from Galilee whose 
native language was Aramaic. Early church reports indicate that he used a translator 
(i.e. Mark) when he was traveling in Greek speaking lands.  this letter.    

• The quotes from the Old Testament are all from the Septuagint, the Greek translation, 
rather than the Hebrew or Aramaic versions that would have been familiar in Galilee 
and Judea.  

• The author uses distinctively “Pauline” phrases, such as “in Christ,” “do not be 
conformed to,” “freedom,” and more, suggesting that he had access to copies of Paul’s 
letters. Given the disagreements between Peter and Paul during their lifetimes it seems 
likely that the author was writing after both were dead.  

• The author sends greetings from “She who is at Babylon” (1 Peter 5:13). After 70 CE, 
i.e. after Peter’s death, “Babylon” came to be used as a kind of code word for Rome.  

• The reference to brothers and sisters in all the world (1 Peter 5:9) suggests that 
Christianity has become fairly widespread, again pointing to a time after the death of 
Peter 

• The author refers to himself as an elder (presbyteros), a title that appears in Acts 
(written no earlier than 85-90 CE) and the  Pastoral Epistles (written 100-125 CE).  !

The author of 1 Peter was most likely an unknown church leader drawing on the authority 
of Peter. He may have had access to memories of Peter’s teaching as preserved in Rome,  
though these have been merged with perspectives from Paul’s letters. This letter could have 
been written any time between 70-115 CE. !
The letter is addressed to “the exiles of the Dispersion,” a phrase borrowed from the OT 
account of the Israelites being exiled to Babylon in the 8th century BCE. Here the phrase 
identifies the negative social experience of gentile Christ-followers living in the Roman 
provinces of  Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. The Roman congregations 
had in the past experienced serious persecutions that resulted in the executions of Peter, 
Paul and others (~64 CE).  Knowing that the churches in the east were also experiencing 
troubles church leaders in Rome send their fellow believers a message of encouragement 
and support.  !!!
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This region was ethnically and culturally diverse. Its residents consisted of: 

• Thracians, Lydians, Macedonians and other Greek speaking groups that had migrated 
to this area in the 5th century BCE 

• native Phrygians, who spoke an Indo-European language 
• native Cappadocians who were referred to by the Greeks as “white Syrians” 
• Galatians, i.e. Celts originally from central Europe who migrated first to Macedonia, 

Greece and Thrace before being invited to serve as mercenaries in Asia Minor. They 
gained control of Galatia where they became military overlords residing in fortified 
farmsteads, governed by tribal chiefs and judges; spoke Celtic languages 

• Jews from Mesopotamia were brought in about 210 BCE to help pacify the area and 
insure a stable, hard-working population 

• Roman colonists, usually veterans of the Roman armies !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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READ 1 PETER 1:1-12 
1 Peter 1:1-12 describes the Christ-followers in relation to (a) the society around them, and 
(b) God in Christ. !

!
Luther’s Teaching on the Two Kingdoms:  
We live in a cosmos divided into two kingdoms:  
(1) the world including the wider society, i.e. fallen creation under the dominion of sin, 

death & the devil, and  
(2) God’s kingdom beginning in the church, i.e.  the inaugurated redemption ruled by the 

Father, Son & Holy Spirit.   
God is the hidden Lord of both of these opposing kingdoms and rules both, but by different 
means (law and gospel) leading to different outcomes in each (peace and piety). Every 
Christian lives in both of these kingdoms simultaneously.  !
READ 1 PETER 1:13-25 

1. What is the basis of Christian hope (1:13)? !!!
2. What does it mean to be holy as God is holy (1:14-16)?  !!
3. How does God the Father judge human beings (1:17)? What are the practical 

implications of that? What is “reverent fear” (1:17)? !!!
4. What images does the word “ransomed” (1:18) bring to mind? From what are we 

ransomed,  and how? What are the consequences of being ransomed (1:21-23).  !!

In relation to the society around them, believers 
are: 

In relation to God in Christ, believers are:

!
!
!
!
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RECAP: Introduction & Chapter 1 !
1 Peter addresses issues facing the congregations of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and 
Bithynia in the years 70-115 CE. It is written by an anonymous author or authors drawing 
on memories about the teachings and perspectives of Peter as preserved in the Christian 
community at Rome. The author(s) also had access to Paul’s letters. The Roman 
congregations had in the recent past experienced serious persecutions that resulted in the 
executions of Peter, Paul and others (~ 64 CE).  Knowing that the churches in the east are 
experiencing troubles church leaders in Rome send their fellow believers a message of 
encouragement and support. !
The author(s) describe Christ-followers in two different ways that are both true.  

This is one of the sources of Luther’s 2 kingdoms theology: we are simultaneously sinner 
and saint; part of the “fallen” world/wider society under the dominion of sin, death & the 
devil, and part God’s kingdom emerging in the church ruled by the Father, Son & Holy 
Spirit. God rules both, but by different strategies (i.e. law and gospel) leading to different 
outcomes (peace in the world, and piety/faith/loyalty to God in the church).  !
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In relation to the society around them, 
believers are: 

In relation to God in Christ, the believers 
are:

parepidemois (1:1; 2:11) — strangers, 
foreigners, exiles, refugees

Chosen by God and sanctified (made holy) 
by the Spirit. This is manifest in their 
obedience to Christ (1:2). 

paroikias (1:17; 2:11) — temporary 
dwellers, sojourners, resident aliens with 
limited rights (non-citizens)

Reborn into a living hope & an imperishable 
inheritance, protected by God’s power thro 
faith for a salvation yet to be revealed 
(1:3-5)

suffering various trials (1:6) Love Christ, believe/trust in Christ, rejoice 
now because they are already experiencing 
the salvation of their souls (1:8)

Ransomed/redeemed/liberated by Christ’s 
blood (1:18); purified; born anew of 
imperishable seed (1:22-23).



READ 1 PETER 2:1-10 
1. What is “pure spiritual milk” and how does it help us “grow into salvation” (2:1-2)? !!!
2. How is the paradoxical nature of Christian identity expressed in 2:4-5?  Who is 

building us into a spiritual house and for what purpose? !!!
3. What does it mean to be a “chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own 

people” (2:9)?  !!!
Luther’s Teaching on the Priesthood of All Believers 
The holy calling (vocation) of every baptized Christian is to become a priest to his/her 
neighbor, mediating to them the life-giving love of God.  As Luther asserts,  !

“A cobbler, a smith, a peasant – each has the work and office of his trade, and 
yet they are all alike consecrated priest and bishop.” !
“I will give myself as a Christ to my neighbor, just as Christ offered himself 
to me. I will do nothing in this life except what I see is necessary, profitable 
and salutary to my neighbor, since through faith I have an abundance of all 
good things in Christ.” !

The church is a baptized priesthood that also has an ordained ministry. The vocation of the 
ordained is Word and Sacrament ministry to the laity; pastors serve within the church. The 
primary duty of lay persons is not worship leadership but service to the neighbor outside 
the walls of the church.  !
READ 1 PETER 2:11-17 

1. How does being resident aliens without citizen rights (paroikous) and exiles 
(parepidemous) (2:11) affect the way that Christ’s followers should behave toward 
their pagan neighbors?  !

2. What should the Christ-followers’ attitude be toward the ruling authorities? Compare 
this teaching with that of Paul in Romans 13:1-10 and Paul’s disciple in 1 Timothy 
2:1-2. !!!

With respect to 1 Peter 2:13-17 (and similar biblical passages) 
Luther notes the “strange counsel of God, who directs us to respect the government, to obey 
it, to serve it, and to give it honor.” Yet biblical threats are directed most frequently against 
unjust rulers “as if God pursued them with a special hatred.” The irony, therefore is that 
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“Scripture commands us to honor the government, but it itself does not honor the 
government.” !
READ 1 PETER 2:18-25 

1. The author(s) now turns to the problem of how believers should relate to non-
believing members of their households. This passage is distinctive because it 
addresses slaves directly, unlike Greek and Roman authors who gave instructions to 
slave-owners on what to expect from their slaves. What does this say about how the 
author(s) of 1 Peter regarded slaves?  !!!

2. Compare the advice of 1 Peter to slaves with Paul’s instructions in 1 Corinthians 7: 
21-24 and with the instructions of Paul’s disciples in Ephesians 6:5-9 and Colossians 
3:22-4:1.  !

Slavery in the Greco-Roman World 
• An estimated 5 million persons, about 10-15% of the population, in the Roman Empire 

were slaves. About half were owned by elite members of society (the top 1.5%). !
• About half of all slaves worked in the countryside, on the estates of the elite, in farming 

and agriculture. The other half worked in cities as domestics in the homes of the elite, 
or were set up as artisans, craftsmen, teachers, accountants, physicians, etc. 
Tombstones point to 55 different professions held by slaves in the ancient world. 
Imperial and municipal slaves provided public services. Slaves in the imperial/royal 
households sometimes held very high office and had great responsibilities.  !

• Slavery was not race-based. Slaves belonged to all ethnic and racial groups found in 
Europe and the Middle East. !

• Warfare and piracy were the main sources for new slaves. Slave dealers followed the 
Roman armies. Julius Caesar once sold 53,000 prisoners of war to slave dealers 
immediately following his conquest of a region in Gaul.  !

• Enslavement was also a form of punishment for various crimes. Forced labor was 
common in mining operations, agriculture, or mills. Life was brutal and short for these 
slaves. !

• Slaves were the property of their owners, and had no legal personhood. As such they 
could be subjected to corporal punishment, sexual exploitation (most prostitutes were 
slaves), torture and summary execution. 

  
• Roman slave owners often granted slaves the use of land/money/other property for 

themselves. Skilled and educated slaves were allowed to earn their own money, and 
could buy their freedom. Slaves were often manumitted/freed when their owner died. 
Female slaves often had to bear a child for their owners in exchange for their freedom 
(the child would be a slave). The slave of a Roman citizen became a libertus/liberta with 
some citizen-rights, e.g. male liberti had the right to vote, although they could not hold 
public office. Their children had full citizen rights.  
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RECAP 
Sometime between 75-115 CE, an anonymous author presenting himself as Peter writes to 
his fellow Christ-followers in the Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia. Drawing 
together material from Peter’s teaching and Paul’s letters he seeks to provide 
encouragement and support to believers who are experiencing harassment and persecution.  
The believers in these provinces were sojourners, resident aliens in the cities in which they 
lived, subjects not citizens of the Roman empire, with limited rights and freedoms (1:1, 17; 
2:11) In relation to God they are chosen and sanctified, ransomed/liberated, protected, in 
the process of being saved (1:2-23).  !
These believers are still “young” in faith, in need of “spiritual milk” that will help them 
grow into salvation (2:1-3). Even though they may experience rejection by the society 
around them, they are living stones that God wants to build into a spiritual house/holy 
priesthood offering spiritual sacrifices, i.e. offering up their lives, skills, talents, even 
anxieties and fears to be transformed. God has shown mercy to them in order to make of 
them a “chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’ s own people (2:4-10).  !
It is here that Luther found inspiration for his concept of the “priesthood of all believers”: 
the calling of every baptized Christian is to mediate the life-giving love of God to one’s 
neighbor by orienting one’s daily labor to do and to produce only that which is necessary, 
profitable and salutary to one’s neighbor. The life of a Christian is “not all about me” but all 
about the other. !
The author urges believers to conduct themselves with honor among Gentiles so that they 
don’t give the church a bad name. He urges them to accept the authority of every human 
institution including the government — they have a God-given role to fulfill in society 
(2:11-17). Luther incorporates this into his two kingdoms theology, according to which God 
has two strategies for ruling the world: (1) indirectly through human institutions/
governments/laws which function to restrain sinful tendencies, and (2) directly by the Spirit 
operating through the Gospel/Word/Sacraments to transform human hearts.  !
The author advises believers who are slaves to accept the authority of their unbelieving 
masters with Christ-like forbearance even if they are unjustly punished (2:18-25). Slaves 
were of all races/ethnic groups, engaged in a diversity of professions ranging from domestic/
laborer to physician/teacher/accountant. The quality of their living conditions differed 
greatly depending on who their owners were. It was a simple fact that some, perhaps even 
many members of the early churches were slaves, often serving pagan masters.  
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READ 1 PETER 3:1-7 
1. What strategy does the author advise believing women to adopt in relation to their 

unbelieving husbands? How effective was it likely to be? How were the lives of these 
women different than ours? Is this author’s advise relevant today? !!

2. What about the advice given to believing husbands? How does one “honor” a person 
who is “weaker”? !!

3. Compare with the advice that Paul gives in 1 Corinthians 7:1-5, Paul’s disciples give 
in Colossians 3:18-19 and Ephesians 5:22-33, and which is attributed to Paul in the 
Acts of Paul and Thecla.  !!!

READ 1 PETER 3:8-22 
1. According to the author, how should believers living in the midst of pagan 

households and neighborhoods conduct themselves in general?  !!
2. How does a believer end up “suffering for doing good”? How should believers 

respond? !!
2. What do we learn about Jesus Christ in verses 18-20?  !!!

READ 1 PETER 4:1-11 
1. What do you think the author mean by saying “whoever has suffered in the flesh has 

finished with sin”? What implications does that have for the rest of the believer’s 
life? !!

2. What typically happens when a person makes a radical (and positive) change in his/
her life? How are they treated by their family and friends?  !!

3. According to 4:6, which did Christ proclaim the gospel to the dead?  !!
4. How does the idea that “the end of all things is near” (4:7) alter one’s outlook on life? 

What did that mean in the first century? What might it mean today?  !!
5. How does “love cover a multitude of sins” (4:8)? How does a believer “steward” God’s 

grace (4:10)?  !
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RECAP 
In last week’s session we explored the author’s advice to wives married to unbelievers. They 
are advised to win them over without a word, i.e. by their behavior, especially by the 
modesty their clothing, the simplicity of their hairstyles, their gentleness, and quiet spirits 
(3:1-6). Husbands are exhorted to be considerate of their wives and honor them if they wish 
God to hear their prayers (3:7).  !
The other recurring topic in 1 Peter is Christian suffering, especially suffering that arises 
from doing what is right (3:8-18). The author connects this with the tradition of Christ’s 
descent to the prison/place of dead. Christ proclaimed  the gospel to those who in the past 
had been disobedient (3:19-20), so that although they judged in the flesh, they might live in 
the spirit as God does (4:6). The author draws an analogy between the story of Noah and 
our baptism which saves us as an appeal to God for a good conscience, or alternatively a 
pledge to God from a good conscience(3:20-22).  !
The author reminds his readers that they have been freed from doing what “Gentiles” do:  
licentiousness, passions, drunkenness, revels, carousing and lawless idolatry. They no 
longer behave or live according to those values. Yet the response of their still pagan 
families, friends, and neighbors is surprise and insults (4:3-4). Christ-followers can 
withstand those insults and more, if they maintain constant love for one another, practice 
hospitality, and use their gifts to serve one another (4:8-10). In this way they will be acting 
as stewards of God’s grace.  !!
READ 1 PETER 4:12-19 
The Greek word “christianos” (= Christian) in 4:16 is one of only 3 occurrences of this word 
in the entire Bible.  This label was not invented by Christ’s followers but was coined by 
others as a putdown. Think of something along the lines of “Jesus freaks” or “niggers” or 
“gay.” !

1. How does the above information help us understand the situation of 1 Peter’s 
audience, and the point of the author’s advice about suffering in 4:12-16?  !!!
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2. How is suffering as a Christian related to the idea that judgment begins with the 
household of God (4:17)?  !!!

3. Verse 18 is an excellent example of how ancient Jews and Christians treated the 
Scriptures. Compare 1 Peter’s recitation of Proverbs 11:31 with the Hebrew text:  !

!!!
4. What is the point of verse 19? What is the connection between entrusting oneself to 

a faithful Creator and doing good? !!!!
1 Peter 5:1-14 !

1. What advice is given to the “elders” in these congregations? Who might these people 
be? How are they to conduct themselves? Who is the “chief shepherd” and what is his 
relationship to the elders? (5:1-4)  !!!

2. How is the advice given to “you who are younger” (5:5) similar to the advice that is 
given to slaves (2:18-21) and women (3:1-6)?   !!!

3. What does it mean to “clothe yourselves in humility” (5:5), to “humble 
yourselves” (5:6)? Does this come naturally? Why or why not? How is humbling 
oneself different from being humbled or humiliated? What value is there in humility 
and humbleness? !!!

4. Who/what is the ultimate source of suffering according to 5:8-9? If this is true, then 
what is the point of suffering? !

1 Peter 4:18 (NRSV) Proverbs 11:31 (JSB) Proverbs 11:31 (NRSV)

If it is hard for the righteous to 
be saved, what will become of 
the ungodly and the sinners?

If the righteous on earth get 
their desserts, how much more 
the wicked man and the sinner?

If the righteous are repaid on 
earth, how much more the 
wicked and the sinner?
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